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Education with Values...

Sri Saraswati Vandana
Let Join Hands
for a Better Tomorrow....

Shuklaam Brahmvichaar
Saar Paramaadyaam Jagadvyaapineem Veennaa Pushtak
Dhaarinneebhamay Daam
Jaad Yaapandhkaaraapahaam
Haste Sfatik Maalikaam Vidhateem
Paramaasane Sansthitaam Vande Taam
Parameshwareem Bhagwateem Buddhi Pradaam Shaaradaam.

INDIAN PUBLIC SCHOOL

Yoga
"Let this be an invaluable gift of the Indian's
following ancient tradition".
 Yoga is a good practice if one does in daily life. It
helps to live healthy life style and better life
forever. We let our kids to know about the
beneﬁts of yoga as well as practice yoga in daily
routine.

MESSAGE BY CHAIRMAN


Let me extend a very hearty welcome to all, who
have shown their interest in Indian Public
School, Harur.



Indian Public School has always attempted to
pursue the path of excellence in school
education and has directed its initiatives and its
way of reforms towards providing quality
education to the students who joined our school.



While it has been the school's endeavour to
provide holistic education by molding the total
personality of a child, it has through its
curricular initiatives helped to strengthen the
bond of national unity and foster in young mind
love for the fellow and to be a good citizen and
able member of the society.



We are witnessing tremendous changes taking
place around the world on account of
globalization, increased interaction and
acceleration pace of development in science and
technology as also in employment sector, The
very goals and denition of education have got
to be a part of new strategies and nd solutions.



At Indian Public School we are to play a
dynamic role through operation and
collaboration in the task of transforming and
rejuvenating the goals of education.



The total quality management involve a reengineering of mind sets in the various facets of
school education.



The force of a propose regeneration and action,
which will in turn bring about a change in
communicate of learning and will make our
school a center of excellence.

Taekwondo
 To promote mental and physical ability, to have self-protection from the outside world

conﬁdently and courageously the school provides Taekwondo class on every Saturday.
 Karate training is done by highly qualiﬁed Karate teachers in the school. Since it is highly dynamic
and makes balanced use of a large number of body muscles, it provides excellent all-around
exercise and develops coordination and agility.


Dance
 Dance helps to enhance the emotional abilities of the students and develops acting skills.
 The Dance Club functions in the School by conducting a wide range of dances, from the ancient

classical to modern styles, Bharathanatiyam, Kathak, etc.,

Wishing your continuous cooperation and best wishes.

SPORTS
Principal's message

 Sports is an integral part of

“Truth can be stated in a thousand different ways,
Yet each one can be true.”
Swami Vivekananda.


Joy of learning where innovation meets excellence.



At Indian Public School we provide an atmosphere to our students for multifaceted
development, where children are encouraged to channelize their potential in the pursuit of
excellence.



This can only be possible in a holistic, student-centric environment.



The talents, skills and abilities of each student identied, nurtured and encouraged so that he/she
is able to reach great height.

education. In order to bring out,
nurture and develop the sports
skills of our students, our school
offers a number of outdoor and
indoor games like Table tennis,
Badminton, Basketball, Volley ball,
Throw ball, Cricket etc., with
experienced and reputed coaches
for proper training. We do have
separate courts and grounds for
games.

Basketball
 Basketball Promotes

Cardiovascular Health. Burns
Calories. Builds Bone Strength.
Boosts The Immune System.
Provides Strength Training. Boosts
Mental Development. Develops
Better Coordination And Motor
Skills. Develops Self-Discipline
And Concentration.



Our School provides with a platform to think, express and exhibit their skills.



Education is a joint venture, an association between the school and home to ensure a child's
successful future.



The foundation of a successful school is a shared commitment between dedicate a teacher
motivated students and enthusiastic parents with high expectations.



We at Indian Public School equip the student with enthusiasm, Clear vision, rm resolve and
dauntless spirit to swim against the current and win many laurels and thus prove to the world that
our students are "Marching towards Excellence."

 Playing table tennis is a great way to



We look forward for your kind association valuable support and healthy rapport that assist us in
the holistic development of a child.

stimulate the brain and promote
quick thinking while improving
hand-eye coordination.



We believe in showing you the difference we make-come visit our school look around the
campus and interact with staff to ease your doubts. You will see the hands that your children will
be in, here at Indian Public School.

MRS. NIRMALLASREE
PRINCIPAL.
INDIAN PUBLIC SCHOOL HARUR

Table Tennis

Skating
 Great for improving balance, agility

and coordination: Roller skating
helps improve balance with the
strength of abdominal and lowerback muscles, since you must
maintain a steady core to stay
upright. Coordinating balance and
leg movement improves
coordination.

Motto

Science Lab

“FOR BETTER TOMORROW”.

 Having well-equipped science labs is

indispensable for any educational institute
without which a school can't run smoothly.

Vision
 To identify students in their learning abilities and inabilities too;
 To expose then to the art of learning; to infuse in them the joy of leaning to acquire

 Our science labs comprising three individual

knowledge.

labs for Physics, Chemistry & Biology are well
–planned, developed and rich with modern
equipment's. These have achieved the status of
both O' and A' Level Practical Exams.

 To ascertain resourceful teaching faculty who will be committed, competent and conﬁdent

to imbibe skills, attitudes, habits, manners and behavior among student to become world
class citizens.
 To accord time for the development of energetic youth through organizing Co-curricular
activities, annual project, sports and games.
Mission
 To make our students ideal citizens and to face global challenges for better tomorrow
 To make education realistic to explore the reality of life.

SCHOOL HISTORY
“Education is the most powerful weapon
Which you can use to change the world.”

Computer Lab



Indian public School is an English medium school, afliated to Central board of secondary
Education situated in Gopinathampatti Koot Road, Harur.



The school provides quality education from Pre-KG to XI follows the CBSE curriculum. The
school teaching process combines Academic Excellence and experitial learning to provide a
delightful experience to all children.



The school moulds the children in to responsible citizens of India by Scholastic and Co
Scholastic Activities focusing Holistic Development of the children.



The school is a co-educational institution both Boys and Girls are given equal opportunity to
unfold and prove their excellence.



We follow Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation System which motivates and inspires all
students to acquire excellent in Academic, Co Scholastic and Extra Curricular Activities.



It is a dedicated educational institution that blends discipline with freedom.



The School was founded in 20l3. The school is being managed by Shri. A.K.Palaniappan,
Chairman, Indian Educational Trust is a devoted social reformer, tireless sincere hard worker,
humanitarian and philanthropist.



Indian public School is situated on a sprawling campus of over 9 acres, 5kms away from Harur
Town on Salem Road, A beautiful greenish atmosphere and hilly background adds a peaceful
learning environment.

 The computer Technology has a deep impact on education. It is an essential component in

curriculum o school. Gaining computer education is the need of the hour. Thus, Indian Public
School provides computer education from primary class onwards.

Library





The child's rst step is to have self-motivated reading habit that starts at the School
Library.
Indian Public School provides students with the Library and Resource center with a wide
range of books.
Along with that, library iswell equippedwith the computers for e-learning resources
covering all subjects for both staff and the students.
Indian Public School modern library provides unrestricted access to information from
many sources.

School Curriculum

FACILITIES
SMART BOARD

 Montessori curriculum is followed for Pre-KG to UKG to help the children explore the world

around them. This curriculum promotes a lot of creativity and spontaneity among the young
minds. Our curriculum of Pre Primary Section is traditionally based around Playing, singing,
practical activities such as drawing and social interaction as part of the transition from home to
school.
 Our Academic Programme begins from Grade I to Grade XI. We follow the curriculum set by

Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE), New Delhi, medium of instruction is English.
Hindi, Tamil are taught as languages from LKG onwards in our school.
 Rich and self-learning materials, supplied by us, make the children to learn independently by the

process of “learning by doing” with the proper systematic facilitation of the highly qualiﬁed and
experienced staff. In fact, we make the child learn more with case.
 We are providing a stress free learning environment, to promote self-disciplined, competent,

conﬁdent and enterprising citizen.
 Besides all these Academic features all Co-Curricular and Extra Curricular Activities such as

 Educomp smart class was implemented in the last academic year 2017-2018 for class'sKG– XI.

The Smart Class Digital Teaching system includes ready to use.
 MCQ's and Worksheets
 Virtual Laboratory of simulations
 Mind maps

Dance, Music, Instrumental Music, Drama, Creative writing, Quiz, Recitation, Art and craft,

 Teaching ideas and topic synopsis

Debate, Elocution, Extempore etc., will be organized to unfold out the hidden talent of the each

 Real life applications

and every child.
 The school has very vast playground designed for various sports and games activities such as

Volley Ball, Basket Ball, Bad Minton, Throw Ball, Kho Kho, and Kabadi etc.

 Web links and diagram marker.
 As the time is changing, education needs to be seen with new eyes, free from baggage of

yesterday's characterization.
 My vision is to develop a school which encourages creative and free thinking where a child is free

to ask fundamental questions, enquire and learn.
 Where an atmosphere of space, freedom, care and security is created in which children are

helped to enlarge their horizon. The teachers are concerned with the developing individual
talent and intelligence of each child and not merely a few.
 We should be aware of child's talent as well as limitations and allow him/her to develop in

his/her own way and not on the basis of predetermined expectations.
 It is our endeavor and an effort towards creating a wider awareness of the world and giving space

for multidimensional development of the students as well as teachers.

